A group of independent narratives about persons and objects and varying geographical situations

GENRETOPO [PORTRAIT]
GENRETOPO [LANDSCAPE]
GENRETOPO [STILL-LIFE]
GENRETOPO [SW]
GENRETOPO [WAITING]
GENRETOPO [LUCKYU]
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What caused the breach?

Is that true?
There’s lot of back and forth, rumors and stuff like that about his condition

All I can say is that under the bridge, you know, the bridge around State Street and the river, it’s by far the safest place to stay for the next few days

I know the place you’re talking about, but a bunch of players got picked-up there the other night, harassing this lady and her kid.

Wish I had better information to pass along, but it’s been sparse on all fronts. Everyone is scurrying about try to keep their profiles low while we’re going through this rough patch.

It isn’t safe anymore, and with all of the new people from who knows where, we’ll be lucky to... but we’ll figure this out... we have so many times before.

This conversation is going south, quickly
What’s in the bag?
Anything that I can trade you for?

The usual I guess, nothing fancy